
Hi, I am Divya and I have just finished my

role at Exceptional Individuals as Head

of recruitment and volunteer support

and will be soon moving onto the NHS

HR General Management Leadership

Graduate Scheme. In my role at EI, my

work focussed on supporting the

recruitment, onboarding and

management of job coaches for a

government contract and also

supporting with the recruitment. 



My journey to getting my previous role at Exceptional individuals

was slightly unique. I had a few roles since graduating university

and from these experiences decided I wanted to go into HR and

better educate myself on my ADHD and support I needed in the

workplace. I was interested in developing people and the value

of people to businesses and passionate about creating more

inclusive spaces for neurodiverse candidates within companies.

Whilst applying for graduate HR Schemes I ended up

volunteering with Exceptional Individuals who are a diversity and

inclusion firm dedicated to education around neurodiversity to

help me better understand how to support myself and others. In

terms of the NHS Graduate Scheme, I was motivated to apply as

I knew that it was a company I could have a true impact as a HR

professional.

At Exceptional Individuals, my day to day role was incredibly

varied as expected within working in a small start up. My main

role would be managing our partner relationships around our

recruitment strategy and also solely executing the end to end

cycle of supporting job coaches. This included the recruitment,

training and management of the 20 job coaches currently

supporting candidates back into work and ensuring a quality

service for our recruitment partners. Aside from these main

responsibilities, I would also take part in ad hoc projects and

educational events as well as creating training and learning

documentation to support the new contract needs.



It is incredibly important to have representation of diversity within

HR. To me, a good HR professional needs to be an expert mediator

and truly understand the needs of a business and its people. To

understand its people and put together a good people strategy

which encompasses their needs you need to be able to have a

strong representation of different people from all walks of life

leading these discussions and executing subsequent actions.

Diversity in any identity group also allows for much more diverse

thoughts and perspective that are essential to companies

remaining agile and innovative which is essential to businesses

raising the bar and succeeding in our current climate.

I would say to young women who wish to go into HR to not second

guess themselves and go for it. My best tip is to grow your network

as much as possible and reach out to people through Linkedin or

female network platforms. This way you can learn as much as

possible about the skills/strengths required within HR and how you

can go about achieving these. Don’t be afraid to randomly reach

out to people as people are much more open to share their stories

than you think. Realise that every person you meet and every

experience you have is an opportunity to learn as you never know

which doors will open. I have had my best experiences from the

opportunities that happened from applying in a nonconventional

way or through random conversations with people. I would also say

that getting self-aware on your strengths and values as well as

diversifying your experiences and personal interests early on will

help you confidently stand out within interviews.


